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BDNY: Come meet the new 2019 collections 
 

Andreu World to launch its new designs for waiting areas, workplaces and collaborative spaces 
 

From height-adjustable stools to multipurpose seats that play with the textures, materials and colors or modular sofas that grow and take 
new curved shapes capable of furnishing any interior or exterior space, with versatile seats and tables that offer continuity in space, and 
with new outdoor designs developed to withstand the most demanding climatic conditions. 

 
This year at BDNY, Andreu World generates a new story, using natural wood as a common language and nexus. In 2019, the booth (3231) 
becomes a design showcase where new indoor and outdoor collections will be presented. through different areas that include a range 
of products from seats, armchairs and sofas to meeting and occasional tables created by international designers such as Patricia 
Urquiola, Alfredo Häberli, Jasper Morrison, Lievore Altherr Molina and Piergiorgio Cazzaniga. In addition, the space will exhibit a 
selection of different chairs and stools that offer furniture solutions for public and private spaces, offices, restaurants and home. 

 
The new 2019 collections offer versatile, aesthetically contemporary and high-quality products. On this occasion we present a series of 
innovative and sustainable designs that respond to our way of producing beautiful and contemporary furniture. The starting point is Nuez - 
from Patricia Urquiola - with a new chair version. The new Gala and Next collections - designed by Piergiorgio Cazzaniga - are versatile 
and functional, capable of integrating into any public or private space. The stool offering is also extended with Hula - designed by Benjamin 
Hubert -, which proposes a visual game of symmetries between the seat, the base, and the orbital position of the footrest while Alya Stool 
– LievoreAltherrMolina - and Nuez High Back - Patricia Urquiola – are also presented. 

 
The outdoor collections also launch new products. Nuez and Ronda are presented with designs for outdoor and Aire is now available in 
new colors for their seats and chaise lounges. Teak wood intervenes in the new versions of Sand and Wind.  
 
About Andreu World 
For more than 60 years, Andreu World has worked to create sustainable and innovative designs, providing furniture solutions that 
allow the enjoyment of spaces that people use in an intelligent and healthy way. Passion for design, innovation and sustainability 
- Andreu World works with 100% sustainable wood that completes the FSC chain- of-custody from the tree to the final product - 
and love for details are the company’s core values. Andreu World has a commercial network present in 70 countries around the 
world and different showrooms in Spain, U.S., Middle East, Eastern Europe, Russia and Asia-Pacific. Throughout its existence, 
the firm has been awarded with recognized international design awards such as Red Dot Design Award, Best of NeoCon, German 
Design Awards: Wallpaper Awards and the National Design Award. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


